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Tobin, “Five Online Teaching Best Practices You Can Do Today (and Why They Increase Student Retention, Persistence, and Satisfaction).”

Participant Evaluation Results

**Attendance:** 38  **Respondents:** 4

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job (and/or my personal life).
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.

Open-ended feedback:

Dynamic speaker that offered practical tips. Nicely done!
Great session. The presenter provided straight-forward best practices that any instructor may implement into any LMS. The discussion around course observation was helpful.
I found the information useful and practical.
It was great that the presenter limited the main points. Having an example of an online class to critique was also helpful, although it would have been nice if the presenter had given his critique after participants sent their comments.